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ABSTRACTS

The advent of android operating system introduced tools to keep track of users’ information activities and prevent information leakage which bridged the trust between application developers and consumers. Literature shows that several phenomena had been developed to prevent malicious applications from stealing personal sensitive information from smart phones but there is still the need for efficient solutions. This study proposes a conceptual approach for the development of a contentAnalyzer for information leakage detection and prevention on android-based devices. The concept will help to minimize false positives that will in turn lead to increase in code coverage towards detecting the maximum number of data leaks. The proposed concept combines both static and dynamic analysis, and if implemented will improve checking through the codes in the file activities and vulnerabilities that could be a problem.
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1. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

In recent years, handheld devices usage has exceeded that of desktops, while security and privacy concern about data in these devices are increasing exponentially in personal and corporate environment. Android has been the most commonly used operating system in smartphone due to its ease of use in the transferring and receiving of information on various forms. Today, professionals in diverse spheres of life currently prefer to use their personal Smartphones and tablets as the case may be for carrying out corporate work related tasks like email, documents, calendar, corporate apps among others, which has greatly helped in achieving a balance between personal and corporate life. Programs that steal information also known as malicious software affects the user’s mobile devices by exploiting the vulnerabilities. It is the major threat to the security of information in a system.
The types of malware that are most commonly used are viruses, worms, Trojans, among others. There is another widespread use of malware which allows malware author to get sensitive information like bank details, contact information among others. Most of the malware that affect mobile devices are embedded into mobile application or files accessed from the mobile device. These programs can destroy or steal sensitive and private information in any system. A lot of advances can be seen these days in the field of smart phones and as the number of users is increasing day by day, facilities are also increasing. Information helps to clear any form of uncertainty and answers the question of "what an entity is" and thus defines both its essence and nature of its characteristics. Information relates to both data and knowledge, as data represents values attributed to parameters, and knowledge signifies understanding of a concept.

In terms of communication, information is expressed either as the content of a message through direct or indirect observation and that perceptive can be construed as a message in its own right, and in that sense, information is always conveyed as the content of a message. Information can be encoded into various forms for transmission and interpretation (for example, information may be encoded into a sequence of signs, or transmitted via a signal). It can also be encrypted for safe storage and communication.

Leakage is the act or process or an instance of leaking in other words it is something or the amount that leaks. Leakage is premium revenue that is lost, often because a policyholder has not been truthful about facts or lifestyle changes or has committed some fraud. Information leakage in this study may be defined as the accidental or unintentional distribution of private or sensitive information to an unauthorized entity that can be caused by negligence or intentional sabotage such as, emails sent to the wrong recipients. Also, asides negligence, it is a universal truth that the motivation to leak sensitive information will exist no matter what countermeasures are taken. The result is that as storage media continually becomes more mobile and smaller in size, more sensitive information is likely to be stored on such media, having a greater likelihood of being lost or stolen.

Information Leakage Detection has been described as a situation whereby on-chip malicious circuits are hidden and illegally written to the main memory. It has not been ascertained whether data fetches and reads are a concern, and if some confidential information are read from the memory, it cannot be leaked to the external world unless it is leaked out on to the memory bus. Often time, there may be no external data interface (e.g., data/network ports) on the chip itself other than the address and data bus. Information leakage prevention (ILP) is a set of vital information security tools intended to prevent unauthorized users from sending sensitive or critical information from a private user’s devices. Adoption of Information Leakage Prevention, variously called Information loss prevention, information loss prevention or extrusion prevention, is being driven by significant insider threats and by more rigorous state privacy laws, many of which have stringent information protection or access components. Information Leakage Prevention products use business rules to examine file content and tag confidential and critical information so that users cannot disclose it. Tagging is the process of classifying which data on a system is confidential and marking it appropriately. A user who accidentally or maliciously attempts to disclose confidential information that is being tagged will be denied. For example, tagging might even prevent a sensitive financial spreadsheet from being emailed by one employee to another within the same corporation.
Recent studies revealed that malicious applications exists on them. These malicious applications will leak private information without user’s authorization. A good example is, TaintDroid shows that among 30 popular third-party Android applications, there are 68 instances of potential misuse of users’ private information. In light of these privacy-violating threats, there is an imperative need to tame these information-stealing smartphone applications. Android requires explicit permission applications installed to ensure the user is aware of the information or access that will be needed to run the application, and by showing these permissions to the end user, and Android delegates, the task to the user for approval when the application is being installed. However, this permission mechanism is too coarse-grained for two main reasons. First, the Android permission mechanism requires that a user has to grant all the requested permissions of the application if he wants to use it, otherwise, the application cannot be installed. Secondly, if a user has granted the requested permissions to an application, there is no mechanism in place to later re-adjust the permission(s) or constrain the runtime application behavior. Given the increased sophistication, features, and convenience of these smart-phones, users are increasingly relying on them to store and process personal information and since these are all private information, the safety of these data is concerned.

Recent years have witnessed the rapid spread of smartphones, and Android has emerged as a popular smartphone operating system (OS). Application developers can easily develop an Android application and make it available through a Web site such as Google Play Store. However, an application built with malware is capable of accessing administrative privileges by exploiting vulnerabilities in the Android Operating System, and thus send out illegally collected sensitive information. In particular, a major issue is the widespread emergence of malware which performs unwanted or unexpected processing. Furthermore, applications that are not sufficiently malignant to be blacklisted as malware call application program interfaces (Applications) that collect sensitive information inappropriately. This makes it difficult to ensure transparency when the application handles user information. Malware that targets the Android Operating System is usually intended to illegally collect sensitive information. A mobile device contains a large amount of personal information such as names, addresses, and phone numbers, and this information can be easily obtained by applications using the Android Applications. Moreover, many users are unaware of smartphones’ lack of security and built-in anti-malware software. Therefore, there is a possibility of information leakage due to malware, and without the user’s knowledge.

An Android application is executed in a sandbox; communication with other applications is severely restricted, and requires the use of an intent. Key features such as external communications and the collection of sensitive information requires permissions that are granted by the user. However, the user can neither detect the collection of sensitive information by the application nor determine whether that sensitive information has been leaked. Android has been the most commonly used operating system in smartphone due to its ease of use in the transferring and receiving of information on various forms. Information Leakage, Detection and Prevention (ILDP) is the new rising star in Information security. Since the advent of android Operating System, a lot of tools have been developed to keep track of users’ information and activities, and prevent information leakage which bridged trust between applications developers and the consumers. Hence, there is a need to come up with an effective solution in order to address information leakage issues particularly in smartphones. The aim of this study is to develop a conceptual approach of ContentAnalyzer for information leakage detection and prevention on Android Based Devices.
2. RELATED WORKS

[18] develop SCANDAL, a Static Analyzer for Detecting Privacy Leaks in android applications. Static analyzer SCANDAL is a technique for providing a formal, found, and automatic static analysis. It has been referred to as a sound and automatic static analyzer for detecting privacy leaks in Android applications. This tool analyzed 90 popular applications using SCANDAL from Android Market and detected privacy leaks in 11 applications and also analyzed 8 known malicious applications from third-party markets and detected privacy leaks in all 8 applications. The limitation of this model is that, SCANDAL does not fully support reflection-related APIs and the time performance and memory consumption during the analysis is very low and this considered for future works.

[5] Performed system call-centric dynamic analysis of Android applications, using Virtual Machine Introspection. The novelty of CopperDroid lies in its doubting approach to identify interesting OS- and high-level Android-specific behaviors. It reconstructs these behaviors by observing and dissecting system calls and, therefore, is resistant to the multitude of alterations the Android runtime is subjected to over its life-cycle because CopperDroid’s has reconstruction mechanisms that are doubting to the underlying action invocation methods, it is able to capture actions initiated both from Java and native code execution. Using this technique, it successfully triggered and disclosed additional behaviors on more than 60% of the analyzed malware samples. This qualitatively demonstrates the versatility of CopperDroid’s ability to improve dynamic-based code coverage. The limitation of this tool is that, CopperDroid system call tracking would not provide any behavior insights if was not combined with Binder information and automatic (complex) Android objects reconstruction.

[28] designed DroidSafe for static information flow analysis tool that reports potential leaks of sensitive information in android applications. DroidSafe combines a comprehensive, accurate, and precise model of the android runtime with static analysis design decisions that enable the DroidSafe analyses to scale to analyze this model and by a combination of analyses together can statically resolve communication targets identified by dynamically constructed values such as strings and class designators. DroidSafe’s reporting is defined by the source and sink calls identified in the Android API. An attacker could exfiltrate API-injected information that is not considered sensitive by DroidSafe, or via a call that is not considered a sink; and it would not be reported. The analysis does not have a fully sound handling of Java native methods, dynamic class loading, and reflection. Different versions exist of Android, and the system analyze an application in the context of Android 4.4.3.

[33] developed DroidScope, a framework to create dynamic analysis tools for Android malware that trades off simplicity and efficiency for transparency that extends traditional techniques to cover Java semantics. However, the problem of analyzing Android applications is not simple as how to capture behaviors from different language implementations. It is hard to conduct effective analysis without considering Android’s specific security mechanism. Permission Event Graph, which represents the temporal order between Android events and permission requests, is proposed to characterize unintended sensitive behaviors. However, this technique could not capture the internal logic of permission usage, especially when multiple emissions are intertwined.
3. System Architecture
In this section we describe the proposed conceptual approach. We start by presenting an architectural overview of modules contained in it and a presentation of its main components and functions.
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Research has shown that for any system to be effective, efficient and reliable, modularity is a concept that must be seriously taken into consideration during the implementation of such systems. The system architecture consist of three main modules, each constituted by various elements that worked together to make the system perform flawlessly.

3.1 Privacy Setting Content Provider
The first module is the privacy setting content provider, which is a privileged component to manage the privacy settings for untrusted applications. In the meantime, it also provides an Application Programming Interface that can be used to query the current privacy setting for an installed application. The privacy setting content provider is tasked to manage a local SQLite database that contains the current privacy settings for untrusted applications on the phone. It also provides an interface through which a privacy-aware component can query the current privacy settings for an untrusted app, the privacy-aware component will provide the input that is the package name of the requesting application and the type of private information it is trying to acquire.
Once received, the privacy setting content provider will use the package name to query the current settings from the database. The query result will be an app-specific privacy setting regarding the type of information being requested.

3.2 Privacy Setting Manager
The second module is the privacy setting manager, which is a privileged application that a mobile user can use to manage or update the privacy settings for installed applications. Therefore, it acts as the Policy Administration Point (PAP). The privacy setting manager is a standalone Android application that is signed with the same certificate as the privacy setting content provider in which manager will be given the exclusive access to the privacy setting.

The manager provides the visual user interface and allows the user to specify the privacy settings for untrusted applications. In particular, the manager application includes two activity components. The default one is Privacy Setting Manager Activity, which when activated displays a list of Installed applications. The phone user can then browse the list and click an application icon, which starts another activity called App Privacy Setting Activity and passes the app’s package name. When the new activity is created, it queries the privacy setting content provider for the current privacy settings and displays the results to the user.

3.3 Privacy-Aware Components
The third component is privacy-aware module, including those content providers or services that are enhanced in a privacy-aware manner to regulate the access to a variety of user’s personal information, including contacts, call log, and so on. These privacy-aware components are designed to cooperate with the first component. In particular, once they receive requests from an application to access private data they manage, they will query the privacy settings, and response to the requests according to the current privacy settings for the application. When an application tries to read a piece of private data, it sends a reading request to the corresponding content provider. The content provider is aware of the privacy requirement. Instead of serving this request directly, it holds the request and makes a query first to the privacy setting content provider to check the current privacy settings for the application (regarding the particular reading operation).

The privacy setting content provider in turn queries its internal policy database that stores user specifications on privacy settings of all untrusted applications, and returns the query result back to the content provider. If this reading operation is permitted (stored in the policy database), the content serves the access request and returns normal results to the app. This may include querying its internal database managed by the content provider. However, if the reading operation is not permitted, the privacy setting option report unauthorized.
3.4 Sequence Diagram
Figure 3.2 shows the sequence of the system and it consists basically three modules as explained:

Figure 3.2: Sequence Diagram of the Conceptual Approach.
This system has three stages namely static Analysis stage, Dynamic Analysis Stage and the Report Stage. Each stage output will be an input to the next stage. Each stage runs independently and pass its result to the next one. There will be a code extraction process before the first stage, the last stage will provide the result of the whole analysis and the category of the application.

3.2.1 The Extraction process
This process does reverse engineering to the apk architecture and structure, the intention of this process is to understand (so as to re-build the source code) the buildup of the entire code base and to focus on the part that is relevant for the static analysis stage . The output of this process are details on the architecture of the applications, details of the broken down of the structure, provide information about its functionality and collect technical indicators. The proposed process comply with Android’s security architecture and user data privacy is maintained. [18].

3.2.2 Static Analysis Stage
Static malware analysis is fairly straightforward and fast. It ensures security and safety of the android devices because of its ability of detecting malicious file without viewing or running, the actual code or without execution, this stage takes the input from the extraction stage. The static analysis stage has some already loaded check libraries (Rules for identifying malicious code or software). It runs the input from the extraction process against these set of rules to detect if there are suspicious instructions files etc. This phase covers both the checks/test and the multiple set operations. Still within the static Analysis stage, there is a code quality review process to examine the code quality which could also be a treat to the devices. One of the important issues about code quality is how easy it is for humans to read and understand the code, and an important measurement for this is the complexity measurement. It is not a trivial task to detect the quality of the code, since it depends on both functional requirements, structural requirements, and complexity. For basic static code analysis, 15-20 rules are used [18].

3.2.3 Dynamic Analysis Stage
Dynamic analysis techniques involve running the malware and observe its behaviour on the system. Typically, malwares have abilities to change several sorts of things on the compromised device, it actually run on a host device such behaviours includes variable modifications, accesses to api calls. Since mobile devices allow easy-to-use, touch-sensitive, and anywhere-anytime access to its resources, some of the resources being monitored includes but not limited to SMS, MMS, Bluetooth, e-mail, Network traffic, file modification and other services that may pose serious threats and lead to financial losses and privacy leakages[27].

In Dynamic analysis one can monitor what network traffic they are sending and receiving, with what kind of Uniform Resources Location (URL) or server they are communicating, you can also check that after installation app is trying to reboot or if it is trying to change some internal file format or trying to run some privileged instruction. The sandbox environment will prevent the application from actually infecting production systems; many such sandboxes are virtual systems that can easily be rolled back to a clean state after the analysis is complete.
So, dynamic analysis consists of monitoring the following behaviors:

- **Volatile Memory**: Malware can overflow buffers and use the abandoned memory locations to gain access to the device. By capturing and analyzing the device memory, it is possible to determine whether and how the malware uses the memory. Observation of these behaviours can give valuable information about software's intention, which is difficult to be gathered by other detection schemes.

- **Registry/configuration changes**: Changes in the registry may be an evidence toward dynamic analysis. Malwares often change registry values to gain persistent access to the system.

- **File activity**: Malware may also add, alter, or delete the files. So by monitoring file activities, valuable information about the malicious behavior can be obtained.

- **Processes/services**: Malware may disable AV engines to fulfill their functions, jump to other processes to obstruct analysis, or install new services to obtain persistent access to the system.

- **Network connection**: Monitoring the network connections is the essential part of dynamic analysis to detect the malware's existence. Destination IP addresses, port number, and protocol can be analyzed in order to detect malware's interaction with the command-and-control (C&C) server.

### 3.2.4 The Result State

The result phase displays a summary of the threats by the applications, the code quality review. This stage also presents the overall risk level of the application and suggestion on what the user can do. Also if user should disable some of the application’s access to the devices recourses.

### 4. APPLICABILITY OF THE CONCEPT.

Below are the application areas where the proposed conceptual approach can be adopted.

#### 4.1 Banking and Financial Services

This concept will aid the development of security in the bank by preventing invasions that uses personal information (e.g., Social Security numbers, bank account information and credit card numbers) to pose as another individual. This may include opening a credit account, draining an existing account, filing tax returns or obtaining medical coverage.

#### 4.2 Electoral Voting:

This concept will assist, if well implemented, it will go a long way in preventing vote rigging which normally occurs as a result of multiple voting and other interferences during election voting. All this has really affected the integrity of elections. Hence, the concept will attempt to provide solution to this problem.

#### 4.3 Student Result Processing

If this concept is used, it will allow generation of accurate and error free student results information by preventing unauthorized access into the server housing. Also, preventing unauthorized access that can effect changes in grades of students which may occur as a result of student or staff mischievous act of changing marks or grades on the result sheet.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the conceptual architectural design and the sequence for information leakage detection and prevention on android-based devices. We believe that if this concept is implemented, false positives will be minimized and in turn lead to increase in code coverage to detect the maximum number of data leaks. Furthermore, this concept could enhance the capacity for the developed contentAnalyser to detect and prevent more information leakages on smartphones than previously considered works. The extent of the implementation of this concept in the development of a ContentAnalyser for smart phones will also allow for various debate and sensitization in the disciplines and the body of knowledge of computer science. This work proposed a concept that can lead to the solution stated in statement of the problem. As future work, this approach needs a more specific way of systematization, perhaps through the sophisticated software. Additionally, the used assumptions in this contribution must face well-grounded scientific evaluations in order to ensure their stability since the described approach is conceptual and has not been evaluated yet.
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